From 1,000 Flowers Blooming to Taming and Pruning a Garden
Situation

Action(s)

Results (to date)

About SCAN

Mostly (although not entirely) by design, we let “1,000 flowers bloom” as SCAN initiated its
pilot phase (spring 2018) and continued into its first full year.

Having let our “1,000 flowers” garden take initial shape (including growing to three schools and
approximately 50 teachers across multiple cohorts), SCAN’s hub team and teachers have spent
the last year and a half attempting to rein in our variation by

Network Culture, Collective Learning, Relational Trust, and Knowledge Management

The Student-Centered Assessment Network
(SCAN) is focused on demonstrating linkages
across high-quality formative assessment
practices, teacher empowerment, and improved
student outcomes in high schools, including
academic learning, engagement, and agency.
We are organized as a Networked Improvement
Community (NIC), which means that we use a
continuous improvement process to develop,
implement, test, and refine formative assessment
practices in real-world settings.

 Motivating this initial “1,000 flowers” approach
y Seeking high levels of engagement and co-ownership of network from participating teachers
y Conforming to an initial network structure and understanding of our collective enterprise
that resisted a highly prescriptive approach vis-à-vis initial change ideas

 solidifying network members’ shared understanding of SCFA,
 adjusting network structures to support collaboration among teachers within and between
schools, and

y Needing time to collaborate with teachers to arrive at a well-defined shared
understanding of student-centered formative assessment (SCFA)

 Created opportunities to discuss and showcase the types of change ideas that best
aligned with the network’s aims and theory of improvement

y Made it difficult to:
 Develop and implement measurement strategies suited to all teachers and all
change ideas.
 Aggregate and share learning across the network about high-leverage practices
and effectiveness of change ideas across varying contexts.
 Generate teacher-to-teacher collaboration across the network.

About half

Nearly all

Evidence-Based Culture

3.71
Do not agree

Moderately agree

Strongly agree

Team Learning Index

3.51
Do not agree

Moderately agree

Cross-Team Learning Index

Funded by the Nellie Mae Education Foundation,
SCAN launched in 2017 with 23 teachers from
East Providence and Westerly high schools in
Rhode Island. The NIC now comprises 47
teachers from East Providence, Westerly, and
Central Falls high schools. SCAN’s hub includes
researchers, instructional coaches, and
communication support from the American
Institutes for Research. Partners for Network
Improvement at the University of Pittsburgh
has been the developmental evaluator
throughout SCAN’s existence.

Strongly agree

2.03
Do not agree

Relational Trust Among
Network Members

Moderately agree

Strongly agree

4.39
Do not agree

Moderately agree

Strongly agree

3.28

Knowledge Management Index

Distribution of SCAN teacher self-reported percentage of classroom time using student-centered practices before and during SCAN participation.
Source: Partners for Network Improvement Spring 2019 Survey

Student centeredness
BEFORE joining SCAN

— during monthly meetings and networkwide convenings and
~ Hub hearing teachers’ calls for sharing change ideas and measurement
strategies with one another.

Strongly agree

4.01
Very few

~ Creating additional opportunities for teacher-to-teacher sharing
— poster sessions at the end-of-year convening.

Moderately agree

Shared Narrative

~ Affinity groups, cross-school meetings

~ Intentionally integrating principles of SCFA into Plan/Do/Study/Act (PDSA)
forms and tools as well as monthly meetings

Clearly describes my feelings

4.16
Do not agree

 Created new network structures, roles, and routines intended to be conducive to
teachers coalescing around a smaller number of change ideas
~ Mentors (experienced network members) co-facilitating meetings, accelerating
sharing of ideas, or offering peer support

Moderately describes my feelings

Collective Identity

y New strategies and structures
 Drafted and refined a six-part framework defining SCFA as well as clear definitions
of student agency and engagement

y Merely a temporary strategy that seemed to fit the launch of our network

Does not describe my feelings

 encouraging collaboration around a smaller number of high-leverage change ideas.

y Facilitating organic network growth between the pilot phase and 2018–19, as a third
school and additional teachers joined

 Challenges or limitations of “1,000 flowers” approach

Composite Measures Based on Teacher Survey Responses. Source: Partners for Network
Improvement Spring 2019 Survey.

Student centeredness
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Contact
Stephen Plank
splank@air.org

Stayed tuned for
 updated measurement from spring 2020 and
 metrics for number (and percentage) of change ideas tested by multiple teachers, by year.

George Atupem
gatupem@air.org
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 Almost every teacher in the pilot (spring 2018)—and continuing into 2018–19—defined
and implemented a unique (“one-off”) instructional change idea

Spring 2019 Levels—Stay Tuned for Spring 2020!

